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thumbnail 2 - Nahjul Balaga (book) - Translated by Allam Mufti Jafar. We reproduce below with permission from
www.journeyintothetruth.com Over the years, the author has studied the philosophical views and traditions of Sufism and other
esoteric beliefs. He grew up in a religious environment, adhered to the traditions of the "desert". And found the answers in the
Book of Secrets. This book is based on the images and traditions of the Sufis of all times and peoples. There are many secrets
carefully guarded from the uninitiated. This mystery and hidden wisdom makes you understand so that you can achieve what

you want. Oh, beloved mufti, please condescend to my prayers, And I will be angrily silent. If you will speak, I will be silent. If I
honor I will be silent". Take this book darling and, hoping, put it to your heart, And keep it for yourself and for those who wish
to know. And purify yourself in this life from everything satanic that surrounds you in your present existence, And after death
you will be cleansed forever. Beloved Mufti, always remember that that this book was given to you, so that you may know the
secret of secrets and the truth of truth. There is much in this book that will help you. And it's even possible after death you will
be released from chains, that won't let you move. Even if you die on earth you will released what is rightfully yours. Because

under your clothes, under your toes I have, Greetings, my love. I am always with you. Amen. Translation: Danis Gataullin notes
Footnotes one In this chapter of the translation, an Arabic reading is used, consonant with the Arabic "Z". This edition also uses

traditional Arabic in translation. 2 Theosophy or Theosophical-Geometric Mysticism. 3 Allusion to Poem Ren
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